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DIMG was created in 2008 and consists of the following departments:Disney Interactive Studios: Focus on Game development for Major Consoles (Xbox, Wii, etc.)Disney Online Studios: Responsible for creating and maintaining Disney’s main website. Disney Mobile :Focus on Mobile games (Iphone: Where’s My Water). Video games is the largest part of this group so this is the industry we focused on. 
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-Software developers are responsible for creating games the consumer will eventually play. The primary role of developers is to enter a cycle of “trying and failing” until they can produce a solidified product. The size of developers varies – some are independent while others are very large. Large publishers consolidate development teams of their own and enter contractual agreements with outside developers. -Software publishers capture $33 billion value – the most out of any individual component – in the industry’s supply chain. Publishers are the key to linking developers and distributors: they pay for the development of games and through market research; they identify which titles they will pursue and ultimately pass on to distributors -The focus of the distributor is to compound and create agreements to connect publishers and retailers. Distributors can be in-house (larger publishers typically have in-house publishers) or they can be licensed.-Console manufacturers and software publishers both distribute their products to different kinds of retailers. 
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Competitors (High)Big name publishers and developers, to college students making a video games in their spare time.Strong players exist in the social and casual games markets:Zynga with titles such as Farmville or Café World dominate the Facebook landscape with over 45 million daily active users (AppData).Activision, Electronic Arts: Battlefield, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 sells 6.5M in biggest day-one everThreat of New Entrants (High)As a result of new technologies such as the Smartphone and Facebook, it is now easier than ever for a company to join the gaming space. Development Cycles:Xbox, PS3, Wii: 1-3 yearsAdobe Flash, XNA, 6 months – 1.5 YearsRovio's hit title Angry Birds cost only 140K to develop, but has earned an estimate 70 million dollars as of March 2011 Bargaining Power of Buyers (High)Buying power in the video game industry lies entirely with the consumersDevelopers and publishers have some power in that certain titles are console exclusive and consumers must buy a specific console to play the gameThreat of Substitutes (High)Video games are a form of entertainment that consumers can easily substituteEntertainment is subjective to consumer interestCost of mobile games on phones and apples' app store are lowBargaining Power of Suppliers (Med-High)are companies that create any platform that video games can be played onGame platforms: Nintendo, Sony, Microsoft, Iphone and Android: app marketplaces for their phone and tablet devicesGet access to the largest market segments, developers are usually forced to develop software for the main suppliers 
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Strengths: Disney’s brand image and marketing strategy along with the fact that DIMG is both a publishing AND development companies are big advantages (we’ll discuss later). Weaknesses: Disney’s wholesome image may prohibit inorganic growth such as with Black Rock. Currently DIMG does not fully utilize its video game potential and instead uses video game division as a marketing tool instead of a profit center.Opportunities: Their recent acquisitions such as playroom have the potential to be very profitable if handled correctly. DIMG also can attract new talentThreats: The trends in gaming must be followed closely or else DIMG can lose a lot of money. The trends also make it easier for smaller developers to create games, saturating the market further
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One of the strengths we mentioned was the fact that DIMG is both a publisher and developer. This decreases conflict because both groups are working towards the same goal and trust one another. Publishers are more likely to allow creative control and developers are more likely to be cost effective. This also is cost effective because it swallows the margins and basically deletes the licensing cost.



Brand Image and Marketing Strategy 
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Disney’s brand and characters are some of the most recognizable in the world. Therefore, DIMG can benefit from the large customer base and distribution network this creates. Also, through Disney’s other divisions via its profit multiplier strategy, DIMG has a large marketing network which includes theme parks, movies, and merchandise



Recommendations 

 Encourage Creativity 

 Reverse Marketing Flow 

 Mergers, Acquisitions, and Partnerships 

 Staple Video Game 
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Our recommendations are that DIMG adopts Cirque du Soleil’s model for dealing with its creative employees and encourage creativity above all else. DIMG can reverse the market flow and create games that flow up to movies instead of movies flowing down to video games. DIMG should continue its path of mergers and acquisitions to get new knowledge, expertise, and outlook. Its most successful venture has been with Kingdom Hearts which was a partnership with a Japanese firm who introduced Disney to new technology and successfully reworked Disney characters to fit the game in a way that Disney execs might not have thought about. Finally, they should find that one game that defines them how Madden defines EA and Call of Duty defines Activision. This game can be put out yearly or every couple of years and is basically guaranteed a profit. Kingdom Hearts can be DIMG’s staple game  



Questions? 
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